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When it comes to buying or selling real 
estate in the Greater Denver area, you won’t 
find a more respected brokerage than Land-
mark Brokerage. Landmark Brokerage was 
founded by Yan Kaminsky, a 21-year real 
estate veteran, with a unique team approach 
that uses specialization and departmentaliza-
tion to provide a customer experience that is 
truly second to none.

Yan was eventually joined by his business 
partner Ryan Doell, and the pair lead not only 
the brokerage but the Landmark Kaminsky/
Doell Team, as well. Both Yan and Ryan 
are longtime residents of Denver and have 
an in-depth knowledge of the marketplace 

that offers their clients a distinct advantage. 
According to Yan, “We bring a diverse back-
ground to the table and years of expertise in 
all aspects of the business. I have my mort-
gage license and I keep that current, so I can 
give my clients a real leg up when it comes to 
securing financing. Ryan and I also both have 
experience dealing with investment proper-
ties, acquisition of properties at the county 
auctions and new construction, including 
helping to remodel over 300 homes, from fifty 
thousand-dollars to ones over a million. I’ve 
worked for many years with one of the larg-
est home builders in the country and we’ve 
developed a relationship with Lokal Homes 
that we’re pretty excited about.”
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“We believe strongly 
in open and honest 
communication from 
the start. We really treat 
everyone we work with 
like they’re family. This 
business is all about 
building relationships, 
so it’s important to have 
a foundation of trust.”

YAN KAMINSKY  



Ryan also credits the team’s excellent com-
munication skills as being another key to 
their success. “We believe strongly in open 
and honest communication from the start. 
We really treat everyone we work with like 
they’re family. This business is all about 
building relationships, so it’s important to 
have a foundation of trust. We want clients for 
life. We don’t go away after the transaction is 
over. We are always there to help our clients 
with any problem that might arise, even years 
after closing. Our lines of communication are 
always open no matter what.”

Another area in which The Kaminsky/Doell 
Team excels is when it comes to marketing 
their listings. “Yan and I both love the chal-
lenges of a competitive market. It really 
pushes us to seek out more innovative mar-

keting strategies to get our clients the best 
deal possible.” Yan adds, “We go all out with 
our marketing, and have a strong presence 
on the internet and social media, but I think 
where we stand out on our marketing is with 
our ability to network. We have a strong rep-
utation in the market, so colleagues want to 
work with us. They know they can call us 
and get a response and we’ll put the deal 
together.”

Both Yan and Ryan are actively involved in 
their community. Yan, a brain cancer survi-
vor, is particularly passionate for his 2018 
goal to start raising money for cancer-related 
charities. Yan believes strongly in educating 
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“Yan and I both love 
the challenges of a 

competitive market. It 
really pushes us to seek 

out more innovative 
marketing strategies to 
get our clients the best 

deal possible.”

RYAN DOELL
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people about living a healthy lifestyle, and is 
an avid gym goer. Ryan loves to experience 
all the outdoor activities the state has to offer 
when he wants to unwind.

Both Yan and Ryan couldn’t be more thrilled 
with where their business is and would love 
to expand more into new construction and 
investment clients. Their number one priority 
is to always maintain the high level of service 
that they have built their reputation on. “That 
is the core of our business. There is nothing 
Yan and I love more than helping our clients 
secure a successful transaction and move on 
to the next chapter in their lives.” Yan agrees, 

“We love what we do. We want to help as 
many people as possible achieve the Amer-
ican dream of homeownership and secure 
solid investments for their futures.”
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For more information about Jennifer Maben, please call 503-349-4365 or email Jennifer@JenniferMaben.com

 
 

To learn more about  
Yan Kaminsky and Ryan Doell,  

call 303-995-9041 or 303-800-4781,
email Team@LandmarkColorado.Com  

or visit www.LandmarkColorado.Com

http://www.LandmarkColorado.Com

